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The variability of GW Canri was reported by Takamizawa (2000) and the systemis listed in the GCVS with an L: variability type. Khruslov (2005), using ASAS3 andROTSE data, showed that the orret variability type was EW and that the period was0.281415 days. Intrigued by the possibility of omplete elipses as seen in the ROTSEdata, we began observing GW Cn with BV I �lters at the Sonoita Researh Observatory.We used the 1400telesope equipped with a Santa Barbara Instrument Group Researh1001XE CCD amera. Calibration (bias, dark, at) and aperture photometry were donewith IRAF.Observations were made on twenty nights in the period November 2004 to April2005 with a total of 302 observations with the B �lter, 838 with V and 380 with I.GSC 1399-1976 was used as the omparison star and GSC 1399-0895 was the hek star.The standard deviation for omparison minus hek observations was 0.02 magnitudes inB and 0.01 magnitudes in V and I. On several photometri nights we measured stan-dard olors for the stars. During the total primary elipse, we �nd B � V = 0:68� 0:02for GW Cn and we �nd the same result at phase 0.75. There are indiations that thesystem may be very slightly bluer at phase 0.25 with B � V = 0:66 � 0:02 but furtherobservations would be required to on�rm that result. Tyho data for the omparisonstar give B � V = 0:58 � 0:19 and we measure it to be B � V = 0:50 � 0:01. Tyhodata for the hek star give B � V = 0:52� 0:17 and we �nd B � V = 0:48� 0:01. Theinstrumental di�erential magnitudes for GW Cn are available from the IBVS web siteas 5625-t2.txt (B), 5625-t3.txt (V ) and 5625-t4.txt (I).We analyzed our observations with the 2003 version of the Wilson-Devinney program(WD; Wilson & Devinney, 1971; Wilson, 1979). We used mode 3, appropriate for over-ontat binaries of this type, and adjusted the parameters shown in Table 1. We setthe mean e�etive temperature of star 1 (the star elipsed at primary minimum) equalto 5620 K based on our B � V value and the alibration of Flower (1996). Unadjustedparameters suh as the gravity darkening exponents and bolometri albedos were set totheir theoretially expeted values for onvetive envelopes. Figure 1 shows the �ts to theobservations.
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Table 1. Adjusted Parameters for the Light Curve SolutionParameter Value Std. Erroryi 83:Æ4 0:Æ4T2 5350 K 28 Kq 4.15 0.01
1 7.98 0.02HJD0 2451554.030 0.004P 0:d281413 0:d000003L1=(L1 + L2)B 0.280 0.001L1=(L1 + L2)V 0.274 0.001L1=(L1 + L2)I 0.263 0.001x1B 0.76 0.09x1V 0.51 0.07x1I 0.27 0.06

Initially, we used the logarithmi limb darkening law with oeÆients interpolatedfrom the Van Hamme (1993) tables but we found that we ould not �t the depth of theprimary minimum in the I light urve during the simultaneous solution with the B andV data. Sine the urrent version of the WD program annot adjust both parameters inthe logarithmi limb darkening law, we adopted the linear osine law and adjusted thelimb darkening oeÆient for star 1 (x1). The limb darkening oeÆient for the B lighturve was essentially idential to its expeted theoretial value and the value for the Vlight urve was slightly lower although by only about 1:6�. The limb darkening oeÆientfor the I urve was 0:27 � 0:06 as opposed to the theoretial value of 0.46. The �ts tothe seondary elipses using the theoretial limb darkening oeÆients did not show anymajor problems and test runs, where we adjusted the oeÆient for star 2, did not resultin values signi�antly di�erent from the theoretial values. These results may indiatethat the theoretial treatments of limb darkening may be inadequate for the low massompanions in W UMa systems with large mass ratios, espeially at longer wavelengths.Using the period-olor-luminosity alibration of Ruinski and Duerbek (RD; 1997), wean roughly estimate the absolute dimensions of the system. The RD alibration preditsMV � 4:62 for a system with the olor and period that we have measured for GW Cn.By adjusting the semi-major axis of the system we an determine the value at whih theabsolute V magnitude mathes that of the RD predition and the result is 2:32R�. Thisvalue results in masses M1 = 0:4M� and M2 = 1:7M� as well as radii R1 = 0:6R� andR1 = 1:2R�. Given the large intrinsi errors in this alulation, these absolute parametersshould be onsidered only very rough estimates.Beause of its total/annular elipses and overontat on�guration, the photometrimass ratio we have determined is well-determined (viz. Terrell & Wilson, 2005). There-fore, even if only one omponent's spetral lines ould be reliably measured, a full solutionfor the absolute parameters of the system ould be performed. If the system is double-lined, then the radial veloities ould provide a hek on the mass ratio. Further pho-tometri observations ould also prove useful sine the system shows the night-to-nightvariability that is ommon for W UMa systems.
yFormal errors from the di�erential orretions solution.
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Figure 1. BV I light urves of GW Cn and the �ts from the Wilson-Devinney solution.
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